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Hardy's Reminiscences of Andrew Downs J-- These reminiscences are 
based on a long personal acquaintance with this remarkable man while 
General Hardy was stationed at Halifax on military duty about the middle 
of the last century. A long article entitled 'An Afternoon with Downs,' 
contributed to a Halifax newspaper by Mr. Hardy in 1864 is here repro-' 
duced, describing in detail Downs•s home and Zo61ogical Gardens at the 
head of North West Arm, near Halifax, and the personal traits of a man 
whose name is inseparable from the history of Nova ScotJan natural 
history. Downs's "Zoo" is said to have been the first "established on 
the American continent."-- J. A. A. 

Beal on the Relation of California Birds to the Fruit Industry. 
Part II.-- This is the concluding part of Professor Beal's report on the 
'Birds of California in Relation to the Fruit Industry.' 2 Part I, treating of 
38 species, was published in 1907 (see Auk, X•XV, Jan., 1908, p. 96). The 
present part treats of 32 additional species, and consists of statements 
concerning the food found in the stomach of birds taken mainly in the 
more thickly settled and highly cultivated parts of the State, since they 
afford a better test of their relation to husbandry than would the same 
number of birds taken at random throughout the State. 

In reference to the general subject, the author states: "Few birds are 
always and everywhere so seriously destructive that their extermination 
can be urged on sound economic principle. Only four of the species com- 
mon in California can be regarded as of doubtful utility: These are the 
linnet [House Finch], California jay, Steller jay and redbreasted sap- 
sucker. When the known methods of protecting fruit have been exhausted, 
or cannot be employed profitably, then a reasonable reduction of the 
numbers of the offending birds is permissible. But the more the food 
habits of birds are studied the more evident is the fact that with a normal 
distribution of species and a fair supply of natural food, the damage to 
agricultural products by birds is small, compared with the benefit." 

Of the California Jay it is said that it does "entirely too much nest 
robbing for the best interests of the State," as well as being a despoiler 
of fruit. While woodpeckers in general rank high as useful birds, the 
Red-breasted Sapsucker is classified as more harmful than beneficial, 
owing to its habit of pecking holes in the bark of trees and stripping it 
off in patches. 

The report is illustrated by eight beautiful colored plates, after drawings 
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by Louis Agassiz Fuertes, representing the following species: California 
Quail, Arkansas Kingbird, California Jay, Brewer's Blackbird, Bullock's 
Oriole, and Green-backed Goldfinch.--J. A. A. 

McAtee's 'Plants Useful to Attract Birds and Protect Fruit. '•-- 

Attention is here called "to the plants which best serve to provide food for 
birds and to draw their attention away from cultivated crops." A list 
of the species of native plants most resorted to for food by birds is given. 
From this list species can be selected for cultivation which will afford both 
shelter and a continuous supply of food, including some which retain 
their fruit through the winter and furnish a food supply at seasons when 
bird food is hardest to obtain. Food plants are suggested for various 
groups of birds, and for different regions. The mulberry is recommended 
as unsurpassed for alluring birds from early orchard fruits. There are 
also suggestions for providing water and favorable haunts, as well as food, 
and for the protection of birds from cats and other predatory animals.-- 
J. A. A. 

Game Laws for 1910. 2 -- This is the eleventh annual summary of the 
game laws of the United States and Canada, and reviews the laws which 
passed, and which failed to pass, during 1910, together with a schedule of 
open seasons, and the regulations respecting the shipment and sale of 
game, and the obtaining of licenses for hunting and shipping, under the 
Federal and State laws of the United States, and the orders in council of 
the Canadian Provinces. These annual digests are of great importance 
and convenience as a source of definite information for sportsmen and game 
protectors, and form a valuable record of progress in bird and game pro- 
tection.- J. A. A. 
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